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Photo Spotlight

Our capacity to use language
as a means of representing our
identities to others and in turn
to interpret others'
representation of themselves --
that makes rhetoric such a
powerful tool for
understanding, performing,
and preserving identity.
~John Ramage,

Each day, we compose 154 billion e-mails, more than 500 million tweets on Twitter,
and over 1 million blog posts and 1.3 million blog comments on WordPress alone. On
Facebook, we write about 16 billion words per day. That’s just in the United
States...Text messages are terse, but globally they’re our most frequent piece of
writing: 12 billion per day...I calculate that we’re composing at least 3.6 trillion words
daily, or the equivalent of 36 million books every day.
~ Clive Thompson,
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molly.

Known for her wit and compassionate manner, graduate Molly Wright spent her college career using her gifts to
help other people. She graduated spring 2016 with a Bachelor of Arts in English in the Writing Studies program at Montana
State University, and credits her education as granting time, flexibility, and insight to invest into her extracurriculars.

Over the last year, Wright worked as a peer advocate at the VOICE center, where she provided survivors of sexual
assault and domestic violence with support and resources. Wright also served as co-president of Students Against Sexual
Assault. In addition, she served on the board for the Not In Our House task force, a campus-wide movement to stop
interpersonal violence at MSU.

Wright’s interest in aiding victims of sexual assault and domestic abuse began in high school. “After watching a
friend go through an emotionally abusive relationship, I got involved with a group called the PEACE Program, which was run
by our local domestic violence shelter,” Wright said. The PEACE Program discussed topics relevant to high school students,
such as differences between healthy and unhealthy relationships. “When I got to college, I knew I wanted to continue that kind
of work. I hid in the back of a SASA meeting my freshman year, too scared to talk, but from that moment, I was hooked,”
recalls Wright. Advocating for survivors of sexual assault and domestic violence never stopped being a priority to Wright.

The desire to help others extended into her role as a Writing Center tutor, as well as her work in healthcare. Last
summer Wright worked with the marketing department for the Kalispell Regional Medical Center in Montana. “I absolutely
loved doing this work with the greater goal of helping a community in mind.” said Wright. “I’ve learned that, even if this
changes, I need to work somewhere that is promoting good in the world; it’s so integral to me to be doing work that creates a
positive change.”

Wright believes her writing studies major played a pivotal role in her success in these areas. “I think studying
writing taught me that there is so much more beyond our traditional views of what English majors do, which is read a bunch of
old books and go on to teach.” She found the writing program to be especially conducive for balancing school with the work
she passionately cares about. “The freedom within the program allowed me to balance school with my work at the VOICE
Center and SASA. I was even able to do my capstone on how writing therapy should be integrated into short-term response
centers for survivors of sexual assault like the VOICE Center,” said Wright. She plans to attend the University of Washington
this fall to gain a master’s degree in Communication Leadership. Following her graduate program, Wright hopes to work in
marketing communications for a hospital or healthcare firm “promoting open conversation through a variety of creative
outlets between the firm, their patients, and their community.”

Wright believes her communication skills were sparked by her rhetorical studies, composition, and style. She
argues that rhetoric is the base of all learning, and knowing how to communicate is necessary for success in any field. “Having
small classes with professors that encourage dialogue helps sharpen critical thinking skills about the world on a bigger level,
and we learn that writing is integral to everything we do.”

~ By Jennifer Bryan



writer's box

Caught In The Middle
Every writer offering advice has something to say on

opening and closing. You know what I mean: “My favorite practice
to begin writing is…” or “To wrap up, try this technique…” Which is
all grand if your piece only includes an introduction and conclusion
(to that end you might have other issues), but what about when you
are seven pages deep in your own prose, disoriented and simply
trying to remember if you spelled out the acronym for CCCC’s yet
or not? To that end, I offer a handful of techniques for keeping
going, when creativity, guts, motivation, and focus begin to falter.

~ The best composing comes when tapped into one’s
flow state. Words come, connections are made, and ideas run off
the page. During this stage maintaining focus can become an issue,
when your mind is expanding and throwing ideas at you a million
miles an hour. Elise Hancock, author of , offers this:

Consider starting a bone heap, a place at the end of the
manuscript for discarded sentences and paragraphs
that you might want -- dead examples, for example, or
an aside that grew so big it disrupted the train of
thought. The trouble with these items is that one gets
attached to them, having invested the labor to create
them. Hence the value of the bone heap: Knowing you
can always retrieve that little gem, you’ll find it easy to
be ruthless (p. 97).

My bone heap is simply a pile of text hanging out at the
end of my piece, to which I add ideas, metaphors, even entire
paragraphs as they come. Doing this lets me keep writing without
breaking flow, but also maintain organization and avoid disruption.

~ Mark Twain was quoted saying, “Use the right word,
not its second cousin.” When I pause, searching for a word, I find it
incredibly valuable to search through a thesaurus or mine the
minds of those around me until finding the exact word I need. Not
only does it improve my writing, it clarifies my vision and meaning
as I come to a better personal understanding of what it is exactly
that I am trying to communicate. Aim for precise meaning, keeping
in mind that language is only ever an approximation of thought.
Which leads to my final suggestion…

~ If you write a bad sentence that gets the job done but
looks like a hideous pock mark on your page, sometimes you just
move on and keep writing. Those ugly sentences often serve as
connecting joints to the next stunning string of words, so try to
avoid hating on scaffolding. You can always return later and
rewrite, but it is very difficult to rebuild energy and momentum that
comes from writing multiple continuous sentences. If you cannot
find an easy way to fix it quickly, and it goes beyond a word-level
issue (to which I would apply advice #2), keep writing and return to
it later. You will thank yourself for preserving flow.

~ By Anjeli Doty

Anjeli's recommended writing jam:

C'mon by Big Gigantic feat. GRiZ



Comic Style and Its Open Incorporation Into Academia
By Destiny Brugman

Writing papers, especially research papers, prove difficult to many students
throughout their education. Over time we start to think less of pictures giving messages to
us in a textually sophisticated way. However, limiting ourselves to plain black and white text
fails to allow us to communicate in the most efficient
way. Lab reports use graphs and other visuals to try to
“fill in the blanks” where words fail to give enough
information. These images help to better increase the
textual clarity. Comic style offers a similar positive
enhancement of a text. Unfortunately, we limit ourselves
as we age, as represented in figure 1 by author Scott
McCloud. This also causes us to think about texts in a
different way as we grow as writers and adapt per our
audience. We choose to ignore the way we once enjoyed
texts and instead make intentional stylistic choices
because they appear more sophisticated because of their lack of visual enhancements. The
visual style in comics has a lot to offer the world of writing for nonfiction writing including
academic text.

Comic style writing has been shown in texts that are in genres opposed to just the
fiction realm. Although comics rarely appear in nonfiction works, there are accounts of
nonfiction writing in comic form. A great example of a nonfiction text that uses comic style
to communicate ideas is Marjane Satrapi’s autobiography Persepolis. Her autobiography
displays a different stylistic approach to personal narrative than typically used. Many of the
stylistic choices used in Satrapi’s autobiography match the style discussed by Scott

McCloud when he explores comic book style theory in his book
Understanding Comics.

One way Satrapi uses comic techniques to better communicate her
personal story is through the portrayal of emotions. In Figure 2,
Satrapi shows her feeling of emptiness as a child when she lost her faith
in religion. This style of writing follows the stylistic rules McCloud
discusses. The expression of Satrapi’s emotion throughout her
autobiography is all visual. This contrasts the typical stylistic choice in
autobiographies where it either takes longer to convey emotion, or
rather just tell the audience how they felt. Take the example of
Elizabeth Gilbert’s Eat Pray Love where she plainly states, “Instead, as
my twenties had come to a close, that deadline of THIRTY had loomed
over me like a death sentence, and I discovered that I did not want to be
pregnant” (10). Although stating things explicitly is effective both as a

stylistic choice and something that presents the reader with clarity, seeing an
autobiography written in a new style opens the doors for this style to be brought to new and
different genres. This style is even being brought to those who do not specialize in creative
writing.

An article by Tracy Hampton in The Journal of the American Medical Association
discusses a health initiative in Canada to help bring scientifically accurate information to
the public about health problems. It explains how a nonprofit called “Health Design
Laboratory” works with a group of “health care researchers, designers, artists, [filmmakers,

:: from the field ::



tech-savvy digital media experts, usability advocates, patients, writers, and scientists] in an
effort to improve the way health messages are delivered” (1679).
Hampton discusses how this team creates easy to understand
pamphlets to educate patients. The idea behind the nonprofit is to
“bring reliable medical information to patients quickly and
effectively” (1679). This nonprofit organization uses videos and
pamphlets to help the public understand medical and health
information. They also created a comic to help children understand
injury and illness, which is pictured in Figure 3. Their initiative also
uses comics and comic style to better help children understand
medicine, illness, and injury. The Health Design Laboratory’s
initiative brings comic style into another nonfiction genre. It
exemplifies the diverse uses of the visually demanding
representation of information.

McCloud uses discussion of sequential art to help readers better
understand how time flows within comic writing. Figure 4 exemplifies
action in comic from McCloud’s description, whereas figure 5 is an
application of McCloud’s comic style being used within an academic
piece of writing.

Additionally, the way text and visual combine is something
much analyzed by both Scott McCloud and Richard Lanham.
Lanham, in his book The Economics of Attention: Style and
Substance in the Age of Information, discusses the
interconnected world of texts and the visually representative
world we live in. Lanham states that we are slowly approaching
the “ancient hungers” or “the desire[s] that word and thing
become one” (97). Lanham discusses the idea “that the
abstract symbol and the physical object it describes present the
same image” which is exactly what Scott McCloud discusses in
his book Understanding Comics.

Whether it be visual representations of emotions, as
depicted in Figure 6:
or the abstract ideas

communicated through simplistic representations
of facial expressions discussed as McCloud
explores human psychology while reading. The
need to stylistically explore visual representations
of texts, essentially make text and object one
entity, as suggested by Lanham, is important in
the integration of comic style into other genres of
writing. Comics across the genres allow for
creative modes of speaking to audiences.

Lanham extensively demands the use of different stylistic choices to convey
information. One chapter of The Economics of Attention is written completely in interview

form to better exemplify stylistic choices. Because “[a]ttention is the
commodity in short supply,” we need to better work in the “digital
writing space [which] no longer [has] it[s] own way” as well as
discover a way to compete for the attention of content consumers
where we need to “compete with moving images and sounds” (xi-
xii). As writers, and especially writers of academic pieces, we need
to find ways to stand out and convey information to public
audiences who may not be intrigued by texts that provide only
blocks of texts, limited paragraph variation, and little to no
examples of illustrations to not only catch the attention of



audiences, but also emphasize the importance of certain textual aspects within the writing.
This requires writers and readers to think outside the typical realm of writing. We

need to expand our understanding of style outside the dreaded “research paper” as Duncan
discusses in his essay “The Research Paper As Stylistic Exercise.” As readers we need to
feel open to different stylistic experimentation. As writers we must push the genre
boundaries and challenge society’s definition of both style and writing.

In addition, McCloud discusses how comic style has been used throughout history
(200). Just as Lanham pointed out, the need for text and image to become one has been an
extremely long desired outcome of societies around the world for a long time. Even William
and Bizup explain that “fairy tales may seem distant from writing in college or on the job,
[b]ut they’re not” (30). If writers chose a similar approach to the use of comic style to
portray meaning, then approaching different writing genres in this way needs to “exist not
only in the mind of the student[/writer], but [also] in the mind of the instructor[/audience],
as an exploration of style, even as it seemingly hews to one specific path [of writing genre]”
(Duncan 153-4). The writer controls the style of the piece of text, but the audience
determines the successfulness of the piece, such as a grade for a class in the case of the
audience being an instructor at any level of education. Learning the best way to control
words for different audiences stylistically is important to increase communication between
audiences and writers.

In this same sense, Nora Bacon explores the “disservices”
composition instructors do by not discussing style with their students
in their writing and only allowing students to blindly use style in
academia which produces “stale” writing (174-5). We control and
determine style. We limit or free ourselves from stylistic bounds!
Discovering ways to implement comic style into texts enhances the
understanding of texts for public audiences.
McCloud gives many examples of times where
comic writing can be more efficient than

textual description. He would argue that using comic style as a form
of enhancing communication would only be a “by-product of our sad
inability to communicate directly from mind to mind” (194). We
must challenge ourselves as writers and audiences to accept
different styles and allow for more stylistic experimentation. As both
writers and audiences, we determine stylistic approaches
appropriate and inappropriate within genres. As Duncan pointed
out, both the audience and the writer need to be aware that the end
product manifests itself from stylistic experimentation. We write
research papers and academic pieces to better exercise our control
of style as we know it. The modern age where information remains
abundant demands, as Lanham suggests, that we explore with style
more often in order to better communicate the means of our writing, the meat, the
substance that forces us to write.
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Writing is relevant and integral to many fields and careers. Writers have
numerous career opportunities, outside the options of being a novelist or teacher. Here
are five careers, that are often unassociated with writing and communication.

~ Advertising Copywriter
Advertising Copywriters produce writing for business’s marketing campaigns. This
career requires technical writing for the business’s mission statement, product or
service descriptions, website content, etc. and creative writing for catchy slogans,
appealing advertisements, etc. This career is vital, especially to new businesses, to
communicate with their customers the character of their business and why the
customer should care.

~ Ghostwriter
Celebrities or people with extraordinary stories often hire ghostwriters to write for them.
However, the ghostwriter does not receive recognition for the writing. Ghostwriter
Andrew Crofts says that ghostwriting is a collaboration “with other people who lack
writing skills and experience but have all the necessary information.”

~ Food and Art Critic
According to the Houston Press, food and art are becoming increasingly prominent in
pop culture and the quality of a credible review can determine the restaurant or artist’s
success. Both food and art reviews are often used as advertisements in newspapers,
magazines, brochures, websites, and catalogs.

~ Grant Writer
Grant Writers research and submit proposals that help organizations or individuals
receive funding. The ideas in the proposal must be persuasive, well researched, and
academically voiced. Grant Writers are often required to be organized and communicate
and work with clients, colleagues, and the grant donors.

~ Media Relations Specialist
Media relations specialists manage communication between an organization and
various journalism and media outlets like newspapers, magazines, television stations,
etc. They inform the media about events occurring within the organization, and shape
the public face of the company.



"If you feel like you were born
to write, you probably were."

Lena Dunham relies on her english major to voice her standing on women’s rights,
body image, liberal political views, people suffering with mental illness, and survivors of
sexual assault. Punchy and honest about her painful experiences, she is both “refreshing”
and “controversial” to her audience, which --by the way-- is the world. From graduating and
moving back to her parents, to becoming a world renown literary icon, Lena has much to
say about writing from which we, as writers, can learn.

From Unemployed Graduate to Literary Icon
“I began to sob. Not because I didn’t want her to be gay…I was crying because I

was suddenly flooded with an understanding of how little I really knew: about her pains,
her secrets, the fantasies that played in her head when she lay in bed at night. Her inner
life." Lena Dunham writes, in her #1 New York Times Best Seller Not That Kind of Girl,
describing the moment when her little sister Grace came out as a lesbian. Lena tells her life
experiences in a storybook manner; New York Times writer Meghan Daum describes her as
an “idealized, modern-day, cosmopolitan version of Laura Ingalls Wilder.” While she
currently stands as a wildly successful writer, director, and actress, she began as an english
student: discovering what writing is, what it can be, and what is means to be a writer.

Lena graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Creative Writing from Oberlin College
in 2008. Jobless, she moved back in with her parents and started writing screenplays while
working odd jobs that were, “just humiliating jobs that I couldn’t believe I was at.” Within a
year she produced a semi-autobiographical film called Tiny Furniture, which told the story
of a young woman trying to find her place in the world after graduating college and moving



back home. Lena spent 18 days and $45,000 on the film, and won the South by Southwest
Film Festival’s “Best Narrative Feature
Award.” In 2012, filmmaker Judd Apatow
noticed Lena’s success and offered her the
opportunity to produce, direct, and star in
HBO’s Girls. The show won Lena several
Emmy nominations and two 2013 Golden
Globe Awards.

Her success continued. In 2012, Lena
struck a $3.7 million deal with Random House
Publishing for . The book
features collection of personal essays,
primarily reflecting on her millennial
transition from childhood to adulthood. She
opens up about undergoing continual
psychotherapy since nine, her Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder diagnosis, neurotic
breakdowns, toxic relationships, and love.

Many of Lena’s readers find her work to be stunningly original because she is
honest, vulnerable, and does not care how her audience perceives her as a person or
writer. She is not timid in showcasing the experiences that define her identity, and this
move has gained her audience’s trust and admiration. Daum writes, “She doesn’t speak for
anyone else, because she has the exceedingly rare ability to be 100 percent herself, 100
percent of the time — or at least to come off that way... the combination of extreme self-
reference and extreme lack of vanity feels almost like a supernatural power.”

Be Healthy, Work Hard, Write
Lena gives confident advice to becoming writers, with the primary motive of

preserving valuable ideas. In a speech at the Lincoln Center’s Film Society, Lena told her
audience, “You have to start conditioning yourself to write every day and preserve your
thoughts.” Lena claims that she aims to write and read everyday, even on days when she
has little motivation or energy to do so. “I think if you feel like you were born to write, then
you probably were. So write a lot. Write all the time.”

To regain motivation or inspiration, Lena claims that stepping away from one’s
writing is essential. “I take naps, I eat snacks, I do transcendental meditation which I find
extremely helpful.... I walk the dog and look at people on the street. Stuff like that.” Lena
claims in her college experience, she would start writing at midnight and finish at 6 A.M.
Since becoming a professional writer, she has learned that, “sleeping well, and eating three
meals, and exercising occasionally is the best thing that you can do as a writer. And read.
That’s it. That’s all you have to do.” Writing with a renewed, well-rested mind can reflect in

the clarity of ideas and writing process.
Lastly, Lena doesn’t deny the fact that being a writer

requires hard work, dedication, and time. While she did not
land a writing job after college, she did not allow this lack of
opportunity predict future ones. She kept writing and
preserving her ideas with the hope in mind of connecting
with a large audience. Her parents, photographer Laurie
Simmons and painter Carroll Dunham, inspired her to be
persistent in pursuing her talents and dreams. She told GQ
Magazine, “I was raised by artists who I now know were
working really hard, but as a kid it appeared that they were
doing what they wanted to do all the time...the idea that you
had to do things you didn’t want to do was shocking to me.”



Learning from Lena
Aside from her words of advice, Lena’s journey as an author and the way she

approaches writing is unique and offers much to learn about composing.

Value in Vulnerability
English majors often get asked the esteem-lowering questions of, “Oh, you’re an

english major, how do you expect to get a job?” or “So what can you do with that? Teach
English?” These questions and stereotypical views easily lower our confidence in the power
of writing. We become less passionate and vulnerable with our audience. Lena’s confidence
in herself and her writing brings out her opinionated voice and quirky personality, which
her audience has grown to love. As writers, we must be confident; according to Lena, we
were born to write.

Lena utilizes confidence and vulnerability to gain her audience’s trust, to speak her
mind, and infiltrate her powerful personality into words. There are risks in writing and
Lena doesn’t shy away from them. She doesn’t care who she offends and she uses writing
to shine light on topics that many find too uncomfortable or controversial to address
including sex, mental illness,
political views, and her painful
experiences. As aspiring writers, we
can fall prey to avoiding such topics
leaving them to more “experienced”
writers, or lacking the confidence to
write vulnerably. From Lena’s story,
one should recognize that taking
risks and working hard pays off. In
Lena’s perspective, all thoughts,
ideas, memories, and opinions are
worth preserving through writing. In
her book Not that Kind of Girl, Lena
states, “There is nothing gutsier to
me than a person announcing that
their story is one that deserves to be
told.” Your voice is uniquely valuable, because of experiences and perspectives of the world
have uniquely shaped who you are as a writer. Let those experiences and perspectives
shape your writing and you, as a writer.

Dual Focus
In my college experience, I was taught the importance of audience analysis

substantially more than the importance of instilling identity into my writing. As writers, we
tend to create a lens focused on writing for an audience. While this concept is vital, it is
easy to lose one’s writing identity in the process. Lena claims that during her writing
process, she doesn’t think about her audience. “If you’re writing, you’re starting in private.
It can really be this amazing, private, freeing experience. Forget that it’s for other people –
that comes in later.” Lena writes for herself first to express her identity and character into
her writing and then she revises with her audience in mind. According to Lena, the success
of a writer is both telling one’s story and voice, in a way that connects with its readers. She
states, “I think success is connecting with an audience who understands you and having a
dialogue with them.” We need to create a dual focus, without prioritizing one motive over
another, to create writing that is both expressive and is geared toward our audiences.

~ By Ashton Mullins



This week I took to my blog, asking the big
question: What is your biggest concern about becoming an
English major? Many students share the same worries. One
question repeated over and over was, “What if I want to
become an english major and someone says it is impractical
or useless?” While this concern is common, english majors
gain perspective on how writing and rhetoric constructs
society. (All the english major reading this are probably at
this moment suiting up and arming themselves for the battle
of quotes, books, and statistics, ready to fight for their beliefs
and rights.)

One student who had this anxiety was Melanie.
She asks:
“I’m in my second year of college and stumped on what to do
major/career wise. No one supports me in going for an
English degree, but writing is where I feel at home. It’s what
I do. I’m not decent at anything else. I’m so confused on how
to go about college life and deciding right now what my life is
going to look like in ten years seems impossible. One of my
teachers helping me with my schedule basically told me
writing is a waste of time and that I should go for something
‘real.’ What do I do?” -Melanie

Dear Melanie,
First of all, I am certain you have more skills than you give
yourself credit for. I can tell you right now, you are not alone.
If you decide to study English you’ will hear repeatedly,
“What are you going to do with that?” It is irritating, and
people make the exact same pinched up sour-looking
expression when you tell them your major, but you will roll
your eyes and learn to move on (although sometimes you’ll
still hold a bit of a grudge). Most likely, these individuals will
also ask, “Oh, are you going to teach?” And for those of us
who are not studying English education this assumption
quickly becomes very annoying. Eventually your ideas of
what to do with your degree with develop, and your ready
answer will stop their presumptive asking.

But. It is okay to be unsure of your immediate
life/educational direction! As a sophomore in college you have
many options available, and by no means necessary do you

have to choose a profession right away. Continue to take
classes you find fascinating and challenging, and ultimately
just follow what gets you excited, revs up your passion,
makes your brain tick.

And unfortunately, you may not receive support
now. As many writers before me, I have received my share of
negative feedback when I decided to pursue English as a
major. I spent three years chasing a nursing major that did
not inspire me-- I was miserable. Regardless of my feelings I
was supposed to accept it because this educational route was
“practical.” Once I said “screw it” and changed my major, my
whole college experience changed. I can tell you honestly, if
you are passionate about writing and rhetoric, and work
hard, you will feel “the glow.” No, not that glow. The glow
that can only come from doing something that makes you feel
alive. The glow that comes with realizing you found a
community in which you belong. The glow that follows your
first big writing project when you produce something you
cannot help but feel immense pride in. And when your
friends, family, and teachers see the glow, they will know that
you are in the right place, and eventually accept your
decision.

People will say that you will lack career
opportunities, but that is also untrue. In fact, this publication
devotes entire sections to proving that wrong. There is a
place for everyone in the writing world, and jobs exist you
probably have never even considered. I know someone
personally who loves facts, meticulous work and details so
much that she landed a job indexing text books. While that
doesn’t necessarily excite me, she loves it! Really, the
possibilities are endless. There are fact checking jobs,
creative writing jobs, opportunities to work in advertising and
marketing, etc. The critical thinking and communication skills
that come from an English degree are sought after in almost
every profession. It sounds cliche, but just like your
weathered keyboard, the world rests at your fingertips.

But, it takes courage. Find a program you love,
and work hard. Philosopher, civil rights leader, and educator
Howard Thurman said, “Don't ask yourself what the world
needs. Ask yourself what makes you come alive, and go do
that, because what the world needs is people who have come
alive.” Melanie, you are going to make waves.

~By Jennifer Bryan

hallway talk



published.

This issue’s publishing outlet spotlight is , published by Georgia State
University. is a triannual literary journal that publishes poetry, literary essays, fiction,
and literary nonfiction. Ranked nationally in the top ten magazines by Every Writer’s Research,

has previously published works by Ann Beattie, Edward Hirsch, Joyce Carol Oates, and
poet Kim Addonizio.

According to the website guidelines, submitters should include a cover letter with all
submissions, and submit one manuscript per submission. Simultaneously submitted works are
allowed, and prose pieces should be double spaced, one-sided, and not exceed 7500 words.
Individuals may send in up to three poems per poetry submission, with each not running over
fifty lines. Editors ask that submitters ensure their name is listed on all manuscript pages;
response rate is usually 1-4 months, and the journal publishes approximately six months after
acceptance.

The submissions process runs through their website: http://fivepoints.gsu.edu/.
Individuals can submit between the periods of September 1st to December 1st, and January 1st
to April 1st. Accepted authors are paid a $15/page minimum; $250 maximum, and are given a
free subscription to the journal.

The journal quotes, “We place no limitations on style or content. Our only criteria is
excellence. If your writing has an original voice, substance, and significance, sent it to us. We will
publish distinctive, intelligent writing that has something to say and says it in a way that
captures and maintains our attention.”

Source: ~ By Anjeli Doty

submission deadlines:
September 1st - December 1st,

and January 1st - April 1st.



Advertisement 1

Classifieds:
This is a section where
colleges, grad programs,
publishers, journals,
magazines, etc. could
publish wanted
advertisements or general
notices. The aim would be
to show students how
many organizations and
companies are looking for
individuals with skills
gained through a
rhet/comp education.

Advertisments would be
accepted according to staff
discretion, assuring that all
published ads were
appropriate and relevant to
the ethos and purpose of
the journal. Job offers and
notices would be layed out
in a typical classifieds
pattern, organized
according to job type.
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